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Fitst, three caveats or bits of candor? a~d one opening assessment of the 
current political climate • 

. (1) The international trade situat"ion is so tangled and twisted that any 
examination~ by person of high rank or low, is as reflect·lve of the personality 
of the examiner as it is reve.a 1 i r.g of the empi ri ca 1 situation. 

· (2) The United States and Ca~ada stand in a particularly ambiguous position 
r~1ative to ee.ch other. We are neighbors and big trading partners. {See data 
i:1 paper, 11Agricuitura·1 Issues in a Comprehensiv_e Canada-US/\ Trade Agreement: A 
Can.?ldian Perspective, 11 b.)l Professors T.K. War1ey of University of Guelph and 
R,.R. Bariche11o of University of British Columbia.) L~e have simi'lar cultural 
and po"litica1 orientations. We hold common interests in the fabric of wor1d 
agricultural trade generally. We are also competitors, particularly in the 
grain trade. 

(3) Most cormnentators, and particularly economists, have trouble with the 
starting point for their observations. It's popular, for reasons I cannot 
understand, to begin with.an implied assumption that domestic and international 
trade basica1ly follows textbook rules of division of iabor and commodity 
exchange~ or ought to do so. The phrase that has become so common as already to 
be hackneyed is that we want 11a 1eve1 playing field." The notion is that if 
terms of trade were properly established, so that the playing field. is level, 
trade will not only flourish but wiil redound to the benefit of all 
pa rt i c·i pants. 

lest I seem agnostic, I too 1ike the idea. of a leve1 p1aying field. But we 
haven't had one, nor are \!:e. gci_ng to have one. The field has not on1y had a 
ti1t. It hasn't even be~nr -Rht. f~)I.,.t has been hilly, rocky, convoluted. 
Moreover> it will stay more or less that way. The object most of us have in 
mind is to make it less so, and to avoid pressures, currently strong, to make 
it even worse than it is n.01;1. W,e can't hope 'for fl n tness or 1eve1 ness. The 
rhetorical image hurts more than it helps. 

That third caveat leads to an assessment that I have to regard as negative9 
even discouraging. f1fter a ha1f,-century of observat·ion I have arrived at a 
personal theory of political affairs. It's that human beings are capa,b1e of 
responding to the more idealized socio-political relationships on1y under two 
polar circumstances: when things are going very we11, and when they are goinq-. 
very badly. At an intermediate stage, self-interest rivalries take over. 

During prosperous times, it is not too difficult to win acceptance of 
1iberai concessions in economic policy •. No one ·:s put at serious risk. ~Jhen 
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everyone is in desperate trouble, a~ ~as trye during our· depression of the 
· · 1930s; socia1 harmony can be wfthin'·,reach~ ·.· :;>\:'\ · · 

The United States today is definitely in the rniddle ground~ We Americans 
are n~ither :rfch nor podr, cis a .nation •. Our economic policies at~ ·not working 
well but ne1ther are they co·napsing. ~Je· are bickering internally but not 
revolting against anytlifog or.realigning politically~ Democrats andRepubljcans 
are still in close to even balance;. and factiOns. within each party are at 
stand-off. · ·· · · · · · 

' . . " . 

Likewise, the world's.agrlcultural t~ade is>in serious trouble but is not 
·yet chaotic. We.can ask~ is it movtng to a point of st1ch disarray that national 
·rivalries will· give .way to a genuine and successful~JfSh to design and a.ccept 
workable accommodations? · · · ·. · 

My hunches at"e two .. One, things are not yet that bad. As the saying goes, 
they may have. to get worse before they can get better. Secondly, effective 
pressure to .make real ·progres.s in trading relationships may come from a new, 
unprecedented source.·· lt's the budgetary cost of the export subsidization being 

.practiced, especially by the European Community and the United States.· 

In my· countr; resistance .is mounting to the ev~r rising cost of our 
·deficiency payments to farmers~. much of which constit1,Jtes subsidization of . 
exports .. · In· this respect our situation .differs. from earlier periods of. 
imbalance. In. the 1950s, for example, our. prote~ts were aimed at the cost. of 
holding our large surplus stocks. Those stocks are huge once again, but most of 
the objections· focus on the expensive d1rect. Treastiry payments:. · · · 

·As q side . cpmment, the Reagan Administratjon would welcome. a protest 
'movement ideolog.icaHy,. but find it embarrassing poHtically~ · · · 

Subsidizationof export trade has meaning and consequences that extend far 
beyond the budgetary burden on the . big subsidizers •. In my· judgment it 1 s the 
most disruptive phenomenon in international. agricu.1 tural trade today. It puts 
trading nations in competitive relationships that have· Tittle or nothing to do 
with their productive capacity _;.: their so·-called international comparative 

. adv·antage •. ·Compared· with the dominant role of subsidies, the many restrictive 
devices that countries practice so ingeniously are scarcely.more thannuisances. 

. . . 

·. The European Community and the ·united States are of c~urse the big pl ayers 
in the subsidy game. Canada is put fo .a difficult position~· Countries such as 
Argentina ,are :injured much :more, •. It is possible that our Department of State 

· : and the Foreign. Relations committees of both h.ot1ses .. of our Congress ·Wi l1. become 
·· so concerned for effects on fnterhatiorial relations as 1 to add their political.· 

pressure to urban taxpayers 1 obJections to program costs. · · · · 
': . . . ·.· .. ' .. · . .. . . ' . . .· . . . . . :_ .. 

The pattern of economic poHcies in the United States in the 1980s has been 
strange •. A reluctance to do ·anything has been followed by going off. wiidly in ;;t 
new direction.; A sense of moderation has been absent •. · Jn agriculture~ our PIK 
program of '1983 was overdone. ' In the 1985 farm. iaw we did: not merely edge our 
commodity.· loan rates. downward,· and lift compensatory. direct paJments a b"it. 
upward •. Instead we made drastic moves -- even~ I would say, rash ones. · 



I admit readily that our export subsidization creates problems for Canada. 
But i am not going into U.S.-bashing. Our ·internal, home-bred, critics have 
long complained that our price supports (commodity loans) have provided a 
shelter for all the world 1 s exports. They are at least partly ~orrect. It is 
also true that we have done more than most countries to restrain production and 
thereby shrink surpluses. The United States is on sound ground in asking Canada 
to do more than she has done thus far to hold down either production or the 
quantities made available in the grain export trade. I can readily believe ~hat 
some kind of provision for dealing with oversupply should be a part of a trade 
agreement. 

These notes on Canadian-ll.S. trade relationships will not. lead to many firm 
conclusions. The only viewpoint held dogmatically is a strnng endorsement of 
efforts to negotiate better trade relationships. The present course in 
international trade leads only to what may be called, in the se'ldorn recalled 
phrase from ill.9_rim 1 s Progress, a slough of despond. 

Having said that, I hesitate to specify.· So many issues arise. One is the 
choice between bilateral and multi .. 1atera1 approaches. The topic, Canadian
United States trade relations, implies bilateral negotiation. I was reared 
academically on the thesis that world tr~de should be liberalized mu1ti-
1atera11y; that the beguilingly contradictory phrase~ Most Favored Nation, ought 
to apply. Yet the United States and many countries have turned ever more to 
individual compacts .• 

To be sure, ~ve can conceive of bilatera] agreements that are arr1ved at 
wHhin the context of multi-lateral agreements, and are consistent with them. 
Maybe a Canadian-U.S. agreement can be worked out that do2s not undermine any 
progress made in the current GATT negotiations. That would be the best of all 
worlds. Professor ~iarley, to whom I have already referred, suggests that 
successfu 1 bil atera 1 agreement-m::iki ng may be a precedent for progress multi-
1 atera lly. I am not quite that sanguine. I fear we and most nations, finding 
ourselves frustrated in international tribunals, are turning to bilateral 
connections as a recourse, as a second-best. 

I have only two further remarks. One i ~ a candid admission that trade 
relations may be the clearest case where generalization is easy and 
specification difficult. That is to say, we can all sing paeans to the virtues 
of relatively free and unrestricted trade· among sovereign nations. We can be 
equally quick to encounter trouble in achieving any liberalization that counts 
for much. 

The moral this point leads to is that if our two countries are to arrive at 
better harmony, each must give· up somettii ng. Professor War1 ey names Canada 1 s 
dairy and poui try industries as blatantly over-protected. Our dairy interests 
also have been pretty successful politically. He takes note too of a feature of 
the Canadian economy from which ours. is more nearly free, and that may in fact 
be the harshest impediment to freer (er fairer) trade. It is the much greater 
autonomy you accord your provinces than we do cur states. With no disrespect to 
Canada, I have to say that one of the wisest steps taken by the drafters of our 
constitution was to outlaw barriers to commerce among our states. 

What is to be said about what benefits might follow from an easing of trade 
restrictions between Canada and the United States? First of all, let me 
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disabuse of the old but discredited thesis tha:t open trading invariably benefits 
all participants and does so almost equally. That hoary notion is just not 
valid. Differences in bargaining relationship affect th.e outcome of trading. 

It would be easy to suggest, in the. rubric of that admission, that smaller 
Canarl~ could find itself engulfed by the U.S. giant if it were to relinquish too 
many protective instruments. Before addr,essing that charge I make a distinc.,ti(jn 
between commodity trade and investment. I. suggest that the mutual-benefit idea 
applies fairly well to commodity trade. I believe it especially does so i:1 
commodity trade between the United States and Canada. The.two nations are well 
enough balanced that they can negotiate regarding terms of commodity trade 
without fear that either will. thereby be rendered subservient to the other .. · 

I do not hold the same faith with regard to investment. In this respect, 
the United States has, in recent years, exhibited a serious degree of naivete. 
A decade ago it endorsed the principle of floating exchange rates for the 
dollar, 011 the disingenuous belief that the 11 market 11 (for exchange) wi1l bring 
the best of a l1 trading and investment worlds.. For a time we even· rejoiced in 
the steady rise in value of our dollar, on grounds that it showed ho~ virile a 
nation we are. The strong dollar was accompanied by persistent and increasing 
deficits in our federa 1 budget (a contributory cause) and a growing iinba 1 a nee 
in our commodity trade. Also manifest was a rapid change in our internatior..al 
·investment relationships. We incurred new debt c:i1igaticms of t)minous .scale 5 and 
we sold assets abroad. For a long time, little a·!arm !f/aS sounded. Finally, 
about~ year ago, our government came to its senses and initi3ted steps to bring 
the vnlue of our dollar down. But it wi11 take a long time to correct the huge 
payment deficit position into which we drifted. In a news stoi"y of October 27 
the Wall Street Journal surmned up the spot we have got ourselves foto. It wrote 
in the trenchant terms of the 11 de'-Ameri cani zati on of the American Ecqnomy. '1 

At the moment, the United States is not in position to invade any countr~ · 
wit~ investments. 

In my opinion, nati1Jns are justified in showing more protective caution in 
their terms of trade involving national assets than in trade in commodities and 
services. I am not unsympathetic with Canada 1 s concern that the United States 
rnight almost buy it· out.· I am curious as to whether, in my country'~ 
divestiture of this decade, Canada, far from being dispossessed; ha.s actually 
rrade some net gains in holdings of U.S. assets. Be that as it may, !;:y 
concluding remark is that it would be mutually beneficial indeed if tr:=tde in 
qoods and services between the United States and Canada could be liberdl·ized 
to appreciable degree. I do · not a~ply the same dictum to investment 
relationships. The two fields of our economic relationship should t~' dealt 
¥Jith separately. 


